["N2" carcinoma of the lung. Therapeutic considerations].
The follow-up of 240 N2 lung cancer cases operated in Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery Department of Florence is examined. The analysis is performed in compliance with global survival, "T", histology, therapeutic choices. Global survival is 81% after 6 months, 60% after 1 year, 37% after 2 years, 26% after 3 years, 23% after 4 years, 23% after 5 years. Significative difference on survival does not exist between principal histologic types (squamous, adenocarcinoma, adenosquamous). Raising the "T" survival decreases, but only for adenocarcinoma. Different therapeutic options (only surgery, surgery+radiotherapy, surgery+chemotherapy, surgery+radio and chemotherapy) do not influence the survival in a way statistically significative. From the literature, any certainty about radiotherapy and chemotherapy associated to surgery for N2 lung cancer treatment does not exist at the moment. Thus radical surgery is essential.